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We look forward to welcoming you to Arizona State University for the fall semester. Today, in preparation for a safe 
and successful start of the semester on Thursday, August 20, I announced our university plans at asu.edu/fall2020. 
I encourage you to read through this website to learn all about important details, including housing, how classes will 
be delivered, and how the university is keeping your health and safety at the core of our plans. 

I am reaching out to you directly to make you aware of these plans, and to share some important themes of this 
announcement to help provide the clarity you may need as you make your arrangements for the fall semester. 

First and foremost, given the circumstances surrounding COVID-19, we have taken extra steps to ensure 
that our entire community is as safe as possible. Classrooms and meeting spaces will be cleaned with high 
frequency. Testing for COVID-19 will be available to anyone on campus who needs it. And we are optimizing our 
campuses for social distancing. 

If you are unable to obtain a student visa due to international travel restrictions or choose not to travel 
internationally in time for the fall semester start, rest assured that you will be able to begin your ASU 
experience entirely through remote options. You will be able to attend all on-campus classes wherever you are 
via ASU Sync or fully online iCourses. When travel restrictions are lifted and you are able to return to ASU, you can 
transition into on-campus classes, uninterrupted. 

If you have a valid student visa but cannot arrive by August 20, you may begin your semester remotely. 
Once you arrive on campus for the fall semester, you should anticipate a schedule that includes a blend of 
in-person classes and ASU Sync classes. This blended classroom model will provide you with the opportunity to 
participate in live instruction, interact with your faculty and classmates, and collaborate in small breakout discussions 
and group work. 

Tuition for the 2020–2021 academic year for students enrolled in on-campus degree programs will not 
increase. Given the current economic impact of COVID-19, we understand the need to keep tuition rates as 
affordable as possible. We are committed to supporting each student's decision to invest in their future by freezing 
tuition for the 2020-2021 school year at the same level as the prior academic year. 

We will be responsive to your needs. Throughout the summer, we will be in touch with you so you understand 
how the classes on your schedule will be delivered. We understand that you may need flexibility and support 
throughout the semester. Please contact your admission representative if you need to talk through your individual 
needs. You can find your representative’s contact information at admission.asu.edu/contact. 

We are grateful that you will be joining us this fall. ASU has so much in store for you. You will be a part of a truly 
dynamic, optimistic and leading-edge university community that has risen to this generational challenge to create a 
fall semester experience that will support you on the path toward your goals.  
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